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Using the Greek myth of Atlas as inspiration, these workshops will introduce the students to story-
telling techniques to give them the tools to create stories from their own lives and build emotional 
resilience. Atlas’ story will be our starting point; a great Titan who lost a war and whose punishment 
was to hold the weight of the cosmos for eternity, that is until Heracles came along and asked if 
Atlas could do him a favour and pick 3 apples from Hera’s tree. In every telling of the myth Atlas 
picks the apples and returns to retake the cosmos from Heracles, but in our show we question how 
the story ends after that. In the workshop we will imagine how we want this story to end and look at 
moments in our own lives where we felt we were holding more that we could manage and what we 
did to change the situation. These exercises will encourage learning and creativity, self-reflection 
and resilience building whilst also developing a strong group dynamic through listening and sharing 
exercises.   
 
Workshop themes;    Skills Developed; 
- Relationships      - Communication 
- Responsibilities     - Listening 
- Emotional health     - Building Trust 
- Empathy      - Resilience 
- Managing automatic thoughts    - Story Construction 

 
 
This workshop is for; 
KS3, KS4, KS5, sixth form colleges, universities, & 16 – 26yrs youth groups. 
 
 
Story Creation; 
 
Structure: Intro to a simple storytelling structure including beginning – middle – end, conflict – 
resolution, challenge – solution. Using the Atlas myth as an example; as a group identifying the 
structure and discussing the meaning behind key moments and images.  
 
Creation: The story of Atlas holding the heavens is the starting point, imagining each one of us is 
carrying our own cosmos. Explore what stories from our lives this can generate and follow a series of 
step-by-step exercises to create a structured story. 
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Imaginings: Look at what positive ways we were able to manage or deal with the situation detailed 
in the story and what other ways we could have approached it. For example, add an epilogue to the 
story that starts ‘looking back on what I happened I now know…’ 
 
Story Telling; 
Options: Performance OR Sharing 
 
Performance: Students are individually guided through exercises to turn their crafted story into a 
performed story using storytelling techniques. To conclude each person tells their story to the 
group.  
 
Sharing: In pairs, the students tell their partner their own story, the partner listens carefully and 
remembers as much as they can. Once both partners have shared their stories everyone returns to 
the group. Then each person tells their partner’s story in first person, as it was told to them.  
 
Timings; 
 
Story Creation  - 1hr or 1.5hr* 
Story Telling – 1.5hr (based on a class of 30 students, with 2 workshop leaders)** 
 
*Timings adaptable to suit your timetable 
**For story sharing it is ideal to have a max of 15 students per workshop leader, and for each of 
these groups to have their own space.  
 
Please contact us for more details.  
 
Who are we; 
The workshops have been designed by Oddly Moving’s Artistic Director Grania Pickard, with input 
from Off The Record’s Resilience Lab programme (www.otrbristol.org.uk). Grania has extensive 
experience of delivering workshops to young people across the U.K. and in particular in working with 
young people with learning and behavioural difficulties.  
 
The workshops are led by 2 Oddly Moving workshop leaders, all of whom have extensive experience 
and have received specific training for this workshop by Grania. Where possible workshops will be 
led by Grania, Linn & Helena who are performing in the touring show of ATLAS.  
 
These workshops are supported by Turtle Key Arts who have over 30 years experience delivering 
workshops for young people (www.turtlekeyarts.org.uk). 
 
If you require any further information or would like to discuss workshops options please do not 
hesitate to contact us.  
 
Contact details; 
 
For bookings and information about workshop content please contact: Grania Pickard at Oddly 
Moving, oddlymovingcircus@gmail.com, 07816 504398. 


